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DESCRIPTION

Field of the Invention

[0001] The invention relates to drug vial adapters in general and female drug vial adapters in particular.

Background of the Invention

[0002] PCT International Application No. PCT/IL2006/000912 entitled Liquid Drug Transfer Devices for Failsafe Correct Snap Fitting onto Medicinal Vials and published under PCT International Publication No. WO 2007/017868 illustrates and describes liquid drug transfer devices including a drug vial adapter designed for guided alignment with a drug vial prior to snap fitting thereon and puncturing same for ensuring flow communication with the drug vial's interior. WO 2007/017868 Figure 4 illustrates a vented female drug vial adapter for use with a needleless syringe.

[0003] A WO 2007/017868 drug vial adapter includes a top wall with a downward depending puncturing member and an opposite upright access port in flow communication with the puncturing member. The top wall is also formed with a downward depending generally cylindrical skirt surrounding the puncturing member. The generally cylindrical skirt includes at least four axially directed flex members longer than the puncturing member to avoid the puncturing member contacting a drug vial's drug vial stopper prior to alignment of the drug vial adapter and the drug vial. The axially directed flex members include two non-adjacent drug vial retention flex members for snap fitting over a drug vial opening for drug vial retention purposes and at least two non-adjacent drug vial guidance flex members longer than their counterpart drug vial retention flex members for guiding the drug vial adapter with respect to a drug vial prior to snap fitting thereon.

[0004] A WO 2007/017868 vented female drug vial adapter includes a dual lumen puncturing member having a liquid transfer lumen and a venting lumen. The liquid transfer lumen is in flow communication with a female connector for sealingly receiving a needleless syringe. The venting lumen is in flow communication with a generally circular air filter formed in the top wall. Inversion of the vented female drug vial adapter for aspiration of its liquid drug contents leads to liquid drug contents undesirably entering the venting lumen and wetting the air filter therefore considerably detracting from its ability to enable filtered air to pass therethrough for pressure equalization purposes during aspiration.

[0005] US 2002/0193777 describes a device for connection between a vessel and a container, the device comprises a base, a sleeve and a piston adapted to slide in a bore, between a first position disengaged with respect to a stopper of the recipient and a so-called
transfer position in which a hollow needle borne by or constituting the piston, traverses the stopper.

[0006] There is a need for female drug vial adapters for guided alignment relative to a drug vial prior to mounting thereon and puncturing but with a longer puncturing member.

Summary of the Invention

[0007] The present invention, as defined by the appended claims, is directed toward female drug vial adapters including a dual component construction having a spike component telescopically mounted on a skirt component for manual displacement from a set-up position to an actuated position for snug mounting on and puncturing a drug vial. Manual displacement of the spike component towards the skirt component affords initial guided alignment of the drug vial adapter relative to a drug vial prior to being snugly mounted thereon and puncturing same.

[0008] The present invention is particularly advantageous for vented female drug vial adapters which can be provisioned with a long puncturing member having a venting lumen with a venting lumen aperture at its puncturing tip. The vented female drug vial adapters are intended to be used with needleless syringes filled with a predetermined volume of liquid contents such that, on inversion of a vented female drug vial adapter mounted on a drug vial with liquid drug contents for aspiration purposes, the venting lumen aperture is above the liquid level of the liquid drug contents in a manner resembling a swimming snorkel. By virtue of this arrangement, liquid drug contents are precluded from entering the venting lumen and wetting the air filter.

Brief Description of Drawings

[0009] In order to understand the invention and to see how it can be carried out in practice, a preferred embodiment will now be described, by way of a nonlimiting example only, with reference to the accompanying drawings in which similar parts are likewise numbered, and in which:

Fig. 1 is a pictorial representation of a syringe, a drug vial including a longitudinal cross section, and a vented telescopic female drug vial adapter having a longitudinal drug vial adapter axis in a set-up position;

Fig. 2 is an exploded view of the vented telescopic female drug vial adapter;

Fig. 3 is a top plan view of the vented telescopic female drug vial adapter along the longitudinal drug vial adapter axis;

Fig. 4 is a longitudinal cross section of the vented telescopic female drug vial adapter along line A-A in Figure 3 in a set-up position;
Fig. 5 is a longitudinal cross section of the vented telescopic female drug vial adapter along line B-B in Figure 3 in its set-up position;

Fig. 6 is a longitudinal cross section of the vented telescopic female drug vial adapter along line A-A in Figure 3 in an actuated position;

Fig. 7 is a longitudinal cross section of the vented telescopic female drug vial adapter along line B-B in Figure 3 in its actuated position;

Fig. 8A is a longitudinal cross section of the vented telescopic female drug vial adapter and the drug vial along line A-A in Figure 3 prior to use;

Fig. 8B is a longitudinal cross section of the vented telescopic female drug vial adapter and the drug vial along line A-A in Figure 3 pursuant to an initial downward depression of the former toward the latter;

Fig. 8C is a longitudinal cross section of the vented telescopic female drug vial adapter and the drug vial along line A-A in Figure 3 pursuant to continuing downward depression of the former toward the latter;

Fig. 8D is a longitudinal cross section of the vented telescopic female drug vial adapter fully mounted on and puncturing the drug vial along line A-A in Figure 3;

Fig. 8E is a longitudinal cross section of the vented telescopic female drug vial adapter fully mounted on and puncturing the drug vial along line B-B in Figure 3;

Fig. 8F is a longitudinal cross section of the vented telescopic female drug vial adapter and the drug vial along line A-A in Figure 3 on screw threading a needleless syringe on the former for injection purposes; and

Fig. 8G is a longitudinal cross section of the vented telescopic female drug vial adapter and the drug vial along line A-A in Figure 3 after inversion for aspiration purposes.

Detailed Description of Preferred Embodiment of the Invention

[0010] Figure 1 shows a syringe 10 constituting a source of physiological fluid, a medicinal drug vial 20 and a vented telescopic female drug vial adapter 30 for use with the syringe 10 and the drug vial 20. The syringe 10 includes a barrel 11 with a plunger 12 and a male Luer lock connector 13. The syringe 10 can be formed with other types of male connectors. The syringe 10 is filled with a liquid component 14. The liquid component 14 can be diluent only. Alternatively, the liquid component 14 can include an active component.

[0011] The drug vial 20 has a longitudinal drug vial axis 20A and includes a drug vial bottle 21
having a drug vial shoulder 22, a drug vial rim 23 and an intermediate narrow drug vial neck 24. The drug vial rim 23 defines a drug vial opening 26 sealed by a drug vial stopper 27 capped by a band 28. The drug vial 20 contains a powder drug 29 under negative pressure or a liquid drug 29.

[0012] Figures 1 to 7 show the vented telescopic female drug vial adapter 30 has a longitudinal drug vial adapter axis 31 and includes a vented spike component 32, a skirt component 33 and a securing arrangement 34 for securing the spike component 32 on the skirt component 33 in an actuated position as shown in Figures 6 and 7.

[0013] The vented spike component 32 includes a transversely directed spike component top wall 36 having a circular air filter 37 and a pair of vent apertures 38. The vented spike component 32 preferably includes protective hoods 38 as illustrated and described in PCT International Application No. PCT/2011/000187 entitled Liquid Drug Transfer Device with Vented Vial Adapter and published under PCT International Publication No. WO 2011/104712.

[0014] The spike component top wall 36 includes a downward depending dual lumen puncturing member 39 with a puncturing tip 41 for puncturing a drug vial stopper and an opposite upright female connector 42. The female connector 42 is preferably a female Luer connector with an external screw thread 43. The dual lumen puncturing member 39 includes a liquid transfer lumen 44 in flow communication with the opposite upright female connector 42. The dual lumen puncturing member 39 includes a venting lumen 46 having a venting lumen aperture 47 adjacent the puncturing tip 41 and in flow communication with the pair of vent apertures 38.

[0015] The spike component top wall 36 includes an uppermost spike component top wall surface 36A facing the upright female connector 42 and a lowermost spike component top wall surface 36B facing the dual lumen puncturing member 39. The puncturing member 39 has a length L1 defined between the lowermost spike component top wall surface 36B and the puncturing tip 41.

[0016] The spike component top wall 36 also includes a pair of opposite spaced apart downward depending spike component legs 48 lateral to the puncturing member 39. The spike component legs 48 terminate at leg tips 49 inwardly protruding toward the puncturing tip 41.

[0017] The skirt component 33 includes a transversely directed skirt component top wall 51 having a central aperture 52 and a downward depending substantially cylindrical skirt 53. The skirt 53 includes a multitude of drug vial flex members 54 defining a drug vial rim cavity 56 for snugly receiving the drug vial rim 23 therein and a skirt component margin 57 remote from the skirt component top wall 51. The drug vial flex members 54 preferably include inward directed projections 58 for snap fitting on the drug vial rim 23.

[0018] The skirt component top wall 51 includes an uppermost skirt component top wall surface 51A facing the spike component 32 and a lowermost skirt component top wall surface
51B facing the skirt 53. The skirt 53 has a length L2 defined between the uppermost skirt component top wall surface 51A and the skirt component margin 57.

[0019] Two opposite drug vial flex members 54A have leg tip apertures 59 for initially receiving the leg tips 49 for initially spacing the spike component top wall 36 from the skirt component top wall 51 with the puncturing member 39 protruding through the central aperture 52 in a set-up position of the telescopic female drug vial adapter 30. The drug vial flex members 54A are preferably formed with smooth outside surfaces 61 beneath the leg tip apertures 59 to enable smooth sliding movement of the legs tips 49 towards the skirt component margin 57.

[0020] In the set-up position, the lowermost spike component top wall surface 36B and the uppermost skirt component top wall surface 51A are separated by a length L3. In the set-up position, L1 < L2+L3 such that the puncturing tip 41 does not protrude beyond the skirt component margin 57 which would lead to the puncturing tip 41 contacting a drug vial stopper 27 prior to correct alignment of the vented telescopic female drug vial adapter 30 with a drug vial 20. The puncturing member 39 and the skirt 53 are preferably dimensioned such that L1 > L2 such that the venting tip aperture 47 protrudes beyond the skirt component margin 57 in the actuated position in which the spike component 32 fully abuts the skirt component 33.

[0021] The securing arrangement 34 includes a pair of opposite snap fit clips 62 orthogonal to the pair of opposite spike component legs 48.

[0022] Figures 8A to 8G show the use of the needleless syringe 10, the drug vial 20 and the vented telescopic female drug vial adapter 30. The needleless syringe 10 is filled with a predetermined volume of liquid contents 29 to ensure a snorkel like effect such that liquid contents do not wet the circular air filter 37 as described hereinbelow with respect to Figure 8G.

[0023] Figure 8A shows the female drug vial adapter 30 in its set-up position and in co-axial alignment with the drug vial 20 ready for snap fitting thereon and puncturing same.

[0024] Figure 8B shows an initial downward depression of the female drug vial adapter 30 toward the drug vial 20 as denoted by arrow A. The leg tips 49 impart a downward force to the skirt component 33. The flex members 54 ensure the spike component 32 is aligned with the skirt component 33 in case of misalignment before the puncturing tip 41 starts puncturing the drug vial stopper 27.

[0025] Figure 8C shows continuing downward depression of the drug vial adapter 30 towards the drug vial 20 as denoted by arrow B causes the puncturing member 39 to puncture the drug vial stopper 27. The drug vial 20 urges the leg tips 49 radial outward from the leg tip apertures 59. In the case of negative pressure drug vial 20, air enters the drug vial 20 via both the liquid transfer lumen 44 and the venting lumen 46.

[0026] Figures 8D and 8E show complete downward depression of the drug vial adapter 30
towards the drug vial 20 until the former 30 snap fits on and punctures the drug vial stopper 27 as denoted by arrow C. The spike component 32 stops against the skirt component 33. The leg tips 49 slide along the smooth external surfaces 61 towards the skirt component margin 57. The securing arrangement 34 is engaged to secure the drug vial adapter 30 and the drug vial 20.

[0027] Figure 8F shows the syringe 10 ready for screw thread mounting on the female drug vial adapter 30 for injection of its liquid contents 29. The assemblage of the syringe 10, the drug vial 20 and the female drug vial adapter 30 is gently agitated to ensure complete reconstitution of powder contents. On injection of the liquid contents, air exits from the drug vial 20 via the venting lumen 46 and the vent apertures 38.

[0028] Figure 8G shows inversion of Figure 8F’s assemblage for aspiration of the liquid drug contents from the drug vial 20 to the syringe 10 as denoted by arrow D for administration purposes. The venting lumen aperture 47 is above the liquid level of the drug liquid contents to resemble a swimming snorkel such that the air filter 37 is not wetted. Air is drawn into the drug vial 20 via the vent apertures 38, the air filter 37 and the venting lumen 46.

[0029] While the invention has been described with respect to a limited number of embodiments, it will be appreciated that many variations, modifications, and other applications of the invention can be made within the scope of the appended claims.
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PATENTKRAV

1. Teleskopisk hunadaptor (30) for lægemiddelampul, til anvendelse i forbindelse med en lægemiddelampul (20), som omfatter en lægemiddelampulflaske (21), som indeholder et medikament (29), og en lægemiddelampulrand (23), som definerer en lægemiddelampulåbning (26), som er tilpropet af en lægemiddelampulprop (27), hvilken lægemiddelampuladapter har en langsgående lægemiddelampuladapterakse (31) og omfatter:

(a) en dornkomponent (32) omfattende en på tværs rettet dornkomponent øvre væg (36) med
   (i) et nedadstikkende punkteringselement (39) med en punkteringsspids (41) til at punktere lægemiddelampulproppen (27) og en modstående opstående hunforbindelse (42) i strømningsforbindelse med punkteringselementet (39), og
   (ii) i det mindste to i indbyrdes afstand placerede nedad forløbende dornkomponentben (48), sideværs i forhold til punkteringselementet (39), hvilke i det mindste to dornkomponentben afsluttes ved benspidser (49), som stikker indad imod punkteringsspidsen (41); og
(b) en skørtkomponent (33), som omfatter en på tværs rettet skørtkomponent øvre væg (51) med en central åbning (52), et nedad stikkende i det væsentlige cylindrisk skørt (53) af adskillige lægemiddelampuludbøjningselementer (54) og en skørtkomponentkant (57) i afstand fra skørtkomponentens øvre væg,

hvor de nævnte adskillige lægemiddelampuludbøjningselementer (54) definerer et lægemiddelampulrand-hulrum (56) til snævert at modtage lægemiddelampulranden (23) deri, idet i det mindste to af de nævnte lægemiddelampuludbøjningselementer har benspids-åbninger (59) til indledningsvis at modtage de nævnte benspidser (49) i en opstillingsposition for den teleskopiske hunadaptor (30) for lægemiddelampul, for indledningsvis at tilvejebringe en afstand imellem den nævnte dornkomponents øvre væg (36) og skørtkomponentens øvre væg (51), med punkteringselementet (39) stikkende igennem den centrale åbning (52), hvor arrangementet er således, at ved presning af lægemiddelampuladapteren (30) imod en lægemiddelampul (20) placeret under lægemiddelampuladapteren og manuel glidende forsydning af dornkomponenten (32) imod skørtkomponenten (33) for standsning imod denne i en aktiveret position for den teleskopiske hunadaptor (30) for lægemiddelampul, hvilke lægemiddelampuludbøjningselementer (54) snævert modtager
lægemiddelampulranden (23) i det nævnte lægemiddelampulrand-hulrum (56), det nævnte punkteringselement (39) punkter lægemiddelampulproppen (27) og benspidsene (49) presses radiaalt udad fra deres tilsvarende benspidsåbninger (59) for at glide nedad langs deres tilsvarende lægemiddelampuludbøjningselementer (54) imod den nævnte skørtkomponentkant (57).

2. Adapter ifølge krav 1, som yderligere omfatter et sikringsarrangement (34) til at sikre dornkomponenten (32) på skørtkomponenten (33) i den aktiverede position.

3. Adapter ifølge krav 2, hvor dornkomponenten (32) omfatter et par modstående dornkomponentben (48) og sikringsarrangementet (34) omfatter et par modstående snapforbindelsesklemmer (62) orthogonal på det nævnte par modstående dornkomponentben.

4. Adapter ifølge ethvert af kravene 1 til 3, hvor punkteringselementet (39) stikker ud over skørtkomponentkanten (57) i den aktiverede position.

5. Adapter ifølge ethvert af kravene 1 til 4, hvor dornkomponenten (32) er ventileret, den nævnte dornkomponents øvre væg (36) omfatter et cirkulaert luftfilter (37) og i det mindste én ventilationsåbning (38), og punkteringselementet (39) omfatter en væske-overføringslysning (44) i strømningsforbindelse med den modstående opstående hunforbindelse (42) og en ventilationslysning (46) i strømningsforbindelse med luftfilteret (37), og ventilationslysningen omfatter en ventilationslysningsåbning (47) i tilstødning til punkteringsspidsen (41).
FIG. 1